0.What colour was the moon?

Blood red

1.What happened to the moon this week?

it went through, a partial lunar eclipse

2.When was a quarter of the moon hidden?

On Monday ,night

How much of the moon was hidden?

25 per cent

What made the moon turn red?

the way the sun’s light, is reflected

When was the best time to see the event?

At 7.10 pm

Where do the sturgeon fish live?

in the North American, great lakes

Who gave the sturgeon moon its name?

early, native American tribes

Why did they label it so?

the sturgeon fish, are more readily
caught during this month

What are Green Corn Moon and the Grain Moon?

Other tribal names, for the August full
moon
Jan/March

When can you see full moons named after animals?
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Task 3
0.things people used to do

A

1 .not an expensive dish

B

2 .fish and chips shops changed

E

3.you didn’t sit down to eat it

B

4.young people don’t like it now

C

5.little time spent in the kitchen

D

6.places attracting tourists

E

7.it is not trendy to eat fish n’ chips

C

8.regular meal

A

9.location of remaining fish n’ chips shops

E

10.there are now less shops

D
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Task 4
Dear Pat,
I am writing this email to tell you that I have just taken up a new hobby, which is cooking
foreign food. You know how much I love travelling. I have been to a few foreign countries,
and I would like to travel to many more. I always tasted the local specialities of the countries I
visited. I thought it would be a good idea to cook these dishes at home as well. I can find their
recipes on the Internet, and buy all the necessary ingredients in the supermarket near my
home.
Let me invite you to visit me at my place next Saturday. We can bake my favourite cake,
Lamington together.
I am looking forward to hearing from you soon.
Best,
Tom

Task 5
Sports team
I have just read this blog about sports teams. I think playing in a team has its advantages and
disadvantages.
I played basketball for two years. I really enjoyed it because I learned how to work together
with teammates. It is a useful skill, which you can use later in your life. It is also important to
be patient both with others and yourself. The most important factor that makes a good team is
cooperation. You also have to learn not to blame the other players all the time if you lose a
game.
You can become a successful sportsperson if you are hardworking and determined enough. I
am afraid I don’t have these skills but working on developing them.

